
Sunshin� Vietnames� Chines� Takeawa� Men�
Plaza St, Bunbury, Australia

+61897918622 - https://www.facebook.com/people/Sunshine-Chinese-and-
Vietnamese-Takeaway/100057709237837/

Here you can find the menu of Sunshine Vietnamese Chinese Takeaway in Bunbury. At the moment, there are
16 meals and drinks on the food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about

Sunshine Vietnamese Chinese Takeaway:
their lunchtime specialties are amazing worth from $9 can not even get a fast food at this price and this is also
freshly cooked. this place is not really for dunes in as it is small and has a few random tables. definitiw more

focused on takeaways. eating was tasty, although it felt that they were a tad generous with the salt. will definitely
be back. read more. The restaurant and its premises are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a

wheelchair or physiological disabilities. What User doesn't like about Sunshine Vietnamese Chinese Takeaway:
The 2 stars are for the super friendly staff but the food was really bad, the beef was leather minute steak and the

smell was like dirty socks, the special fried rice wasn't special fried rice and the fish in the fish and chips was
either over cooked or old oil. We spent $90 for 4 of us and we all were up all night vomiting. Very very bad food

but great staff. read more. With delightful menus, Sunshine Vietnamese Chinese Takeaway from Bunbury
delights, enriched with the famous spices and (fish-)sauces of the Thai cuisine and a bunch of freshly harvested
vegetables, seafood and meat, In addition, numerous customers look forward to enjoying traditional Vietnamese

dishes with the perfect hint of Southeast Asian flavor during a visit at the Sunshine Vietnamese Chinese
Takeaway. The versatile, scrumptious Chinese cuisine always goes down well with customers.
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Mai� course�
RIBS

Sid� dishe�
STEAMED RICE

Chicke�
HONEY CHICKEN

�ngerfoo�
CALAMARES

Noodle�
MEE GORENG

Lam� & Hähnche�
SWEET AND SOUR

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Nude�-Reisgericht�
CHOW MEIN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Bread� & Ric�
SPECIAL FRIED RICE

Meat�
PORK RIBS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SWEET AND SOUR PORK

Ingredient� Use�
HONEY

TRAVEL

VEGETABLE

PORK MEAT
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Opening Hours:
Monday 16:30 -20:15
Tuesday 16:30 -20:15
Wednesday 16:30 -20:15
Thursday 16:30 -20:15
Friday 16:30 -20:15
Saturday 16:30 -20:15
Sunday 16:30 -20:15
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